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Minutes of 11th GIRS Providers Forum 
Lloyd’s Register EMEA, Coventry on 17 February 2010 

 
Attendees: 

Andy Parkes-Smith – E-ON 
Robert Beavis – Veolia 
Paul Taylor – Morland 
Peter Baldwin – PDI Utilities 
Roger Collier – Enterprise/Bethell 
Colin Fish – PN Daly 
Shirley Course – AF Gas Services 
Keith Stout – Fulcrum 
Karl Miller – Carillion 
Allan Davies – Inexus 
Kevin Wood – Future Energy Group 
Neil Higginson – UU 
John Hopkins – Morgan Est 
Kevin Wright – AWH 
Mark Hogan – J Murphy  
Eric Dodd – Wilcock 
Andrew Little - Denholm 
John Tindall – Radius Systems 

Keith Bird – LR 
Martyn Speight – LR 
 

Apologies  
Andrew Southgate – Multi-Tech 
 

 
 
Minutes of Meeting 
 
 
1.  Maters Arising from GIRS Forum and GIRSAP meetings 
 
The minutes of the 

- GIRS Provider Forum held on 21 October 2009 
- GIRSAP meeting held on 20 November 2009 

were reviewed and the following matters arising discussed (in addition to the agenda 
items detailed below). 
 

a. The HSE meeting at Buxton was well received and it was recognised that the 
HSE could well be looking to bring a test case to reinforce their drive to ensure 
that PE quality criteria are being met. 

b. New gas standards are outlined in the GIRSAP minutes and Providers should be 
aware of the changes 

c. Providers noted the proposals for the possible registration of experienced 
operatives without the necessary NVQ’s and commented that if this route was 
accepted, then it should be open to Utility Providers as well as GTs. 

      Action – LR to see issue discussed at GIRSAP 
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d. It was noted that Carl Miller has now replaced Shirley Course on GIRSAP and 
Keith Stout will replace Colin Fish in June 2010  

 
 
2.  Lloyd’s Register Update 
 
2.1 Scheme Website 
 
LR reported that the scheme website had recently been updated and the Provider 
listings now show an additional status category of ‘Approval Due to Expire’.  Scopes in 
this category (which is automatically raised 1 month before the accreditation period end) 
are shown in amber.  This has resulted in ‘Partial’ status scopes being shown in blue 
and, as previously, ‘Full’ in green and ‘Expired/Suspended’ in red. 
 
LR recognise that some of the notes in the web page key sections are not totally aligned 
to the new grading as Partial status is still described as being in yellow and there is 
insufficient information about the way that ‘Partial’ status (see below) is being applied. 
 
Companies should expect that if they do not action a renewal in time that their scopes 
will move to ‘Expired’ on the expiry of their accreditation and within a month their 
details will be removed from the website listing. 
 
 
2.2  Scheme Management 
 
LR recognise that they did not keep fully up to date with scheme renewals during 2009 
and allowed the situation to arise where there was insufficient time for Providers to 
renew their accreditations from the date when renewal assessment quotations were 
issued.  They have now improved their internal procedures and currently aim to:- 

- issue renewal quotes 3 months in advance of the accreditation period end. 
- get written acceptance and start arranging assessments 2 months in advance of 

accreditation expiry 
Because of this companies should expect their accreditation status on the GIRS website 
to move from green (Full) to amber (about to expire) to red (expired) and then removed 
unless they take action to progress a renewal. 
 
Whilst LR will be proactive in identifying renewals it does not remove the need for 
Providers to set-up their own monitoring systems and to identify to LR when they are 
doing work prior to the renewal that provides good reference work for the renewal.   
 
LR reminded Providers that it is their policy with companies who are not doing physical 
work at the time of re-accreditation to only be awarded Partial accreditation.  This 
would then require the Provider to identify their next job to LR so that this can be 
assessed as a means to regain Full status. 
 
The only exception to the status change to work not seen during the re-evaluation or 
having been witnessed during a surveillance visit carried out in the previous 12 months 
is where ‘infrequently done’ scopes are held.  With these, if all other work is to the 
required standard, LR may be willing to carry forward Full accreditation ‘unseen’ on the 
proviso that the Provider always notifies LR when ‘infrequently done’ scopes are being 
programmed. 
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Other changes LR is proposing (subject to ratification by GIRSAP) are to: 
- set the minimum SV frequency at 6 months 
- change the status of accreditation to Partial where a SV is missed by more 

than a month 
- where there is no work for site visits require an office (systems and 

procedures) visit to be held every 12 months 
 
Whilst much of the framework for these is in the current scheme document LR intends 
to modify the Appendix A in GIG 2 to ensure that the working arrangements are fully 
captured in the document. 
 
2.3  GIG 2 Changes 
 
In addition to the changes to the Appendix A of the scheme requirements the following 
changes to GIG 2 are going to be proposed to GIRSAP 

- better clarity about when systems and procedures should be documented 
- stating how the competence of technical advisors are to be assessed (i.e. via 

an external by person holding similar IGEM qualification) 
- aligning operative qualifications with NCO(Gas) and also clearly stating that 

trainees need EUS registration 
- making the method statement requirement a ‘stand-alone’ section (Section 6) 
- Covering other work control and management aspects in Section 7 
- integrating the approved suppliers and procurement requirements 
- combining the HR & Training sections and removing some duplication with 

competencies. 
- some editorial tidying up (e.g. putting the risk requirements in a single place)   

    
These changes should not change the way the scheme is being operated but will ensure 
that the scheme operating framework is in the public domain. 
 
 
3.  GIRS Contacts and Technical Advisors 
 
LR has contacted all accredited companies to update their records on the named GIRS 
contact and to establish the name of their technical advisors.  This is because LR now 
feels that they should formalise the way that Providers meet their obligations to notify 
LT of changes to key personnel. 
 
Most accredited companies have provided this information and, where the information 
has yet to be received, chase-ups will be started. 
 
Providers should now notify their nominated assessor or the LR Utilities team if they 
make changes to their key personnel. 
 
 
4.  Surveillance Visit Programmes 
 
Providers were reminded that arranging surveillance visits in accordance with the 
agreed schedule is a requirement to maintain accreditation and whilst the LR assessor 
will issue reminders Providers need to be proactive in organising the visits around their 
known work programme. 
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LR recognise that weather conditions do affect work programmes and this impacts on 
surveillance visit arrangements.  So where Providers maintain an ongoing dialogue with 
their assessors LR will sympathetically apply the rules outlined above and show 
flexibility where there are genuine reasons for a visit being deferred. 
 
 
5.  SCO Registrations 
 
GTs are updating the arrangements for registering Authorising Engineers and 
Competent Persons.  It being anticipated that the new arrangements will be finalised 
during March and that period for the 5 yearly renewals will then be extended until 
October/November to give reasonable time for applications to be made and processed. 
 
A computer based training package is being developed and although on-line testing is 
being discussed it is not thought that this will be introduced. 
 
DNs are extending current registrations until the new arrangements are in place. 
 
Schedules of comments received by the drafting group were circulated for information. 
 
It was stated that the circulation of applications to all companies listed on the disclaimer 
is still not happening and Providers expressed the wish that this issue be identified 
when the SCO 10 and 11 (management framework) documents are reviewed. 
 
Providers also stated that they would like renewals to be treated in a less rigousway 
than for initial applications and able to be circulated to multiple DNs. 
 
Action LR agreed to raise the issues relating to circulating initial and renewal 

applications around multiple DNs at GIRSAP 
 
 
6.  Supervisory Framework 
 
Fulcrum shared a risk based framework (see appendix) they have instigated to ensure 
that site supervision levels are maintained at a level appropriate for their business needs.  
Whilst it was recognised that each company needs to determine their own supervision 
requirements which take account of the way that they use technical auditors and other 
quality controls there is merit in each Provider developing similar frameworks.  This 
would help them demonstrate compliance with the risk management framework which 
needs to be in place to meet accreditation requirements. 
 
However the previous discussion thread had related to the minimum level of 
supervision expected of Project Management companies which whilst not needing to be 
as frequent as that set by construction companies nevertheless needed to ensure that the 
work was done to specification and quality standards.  Therefore, for Project 
Management, a different model is merited and it was suggested that LR discuss this at 
GIRSAP and that GIG 2 be updated to reflect whatever is agreed.    
 
Action LR to discuss minimum levels of Project Management supervision at 

GIRSAP 
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7.  Completion File Returns 
  
Completion file times and quality are generally continuing to get better but further 
improvement is needed by some Providers.  LR will be contacting these with details of 
current performance issues over the next few weeks. 
 
In response to a question about whether completion file issues merited the raising of a 
major deficiency LR stated that the accredited process covers all (end-to-end) aspects of 
delivery  and that Providers need to ensure that their processing is as robust as other 
aspects of delivery in order to meet the adopting GTs requirements.  It is also important 
that each Provider has sufficient backup to ensure that completion files are processed 
when members of staff who usually do the work are not available.   
  
 
8.  Any Other Business 
 
No items of any other business were raised by those attending the meeting 
 
 
9.  Next Meeting 
 
Whilst there is ongoing discussion on a number of items LR queried whether there was a 
need for Forum meetings to be held every 3 months and proposed putting back the next 
Forum until the early Autumn.  However it was felt that there is merit in continuing to 
hold Forum meetings shortly before GIRSAPs and as there is a GIRSAP on 1st 
September the next Forum was arranged for Tuesday 10 August 2010. 
 
In extending the frequency of meetings LR stated Providers should contact LR should 
they identify anything meriting discussion as other meetings can be arranged. 
 
 



Appendix – Diagram Provided by Fulcrum (See Section 6) 
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